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among others, to the effect that the
presence of the terrain creates the im-
pression that the horizon moon is
farther away than the zenith moon be-
cause the filled space between the ob-
server and the horizon produces an
impression of greater extensity than the
unfilled space between the observer and
the zenith. If this were true it would
follow that the horizon moon would
look larger than the zenith moon, as
shown in Fig. 1. Many people find this
point hard to grasp because it seems
paradoxical: If something is perceived
as farther away shouldn't it appear
smaller, not larger? The confusion lies

The Moon Illusion, I
of this phenomenon was sought through

the use of artificial moons seen on the sky.

Lloyd Kaufman and Irvin Rock

f in the fact that in this case the size of
, ... antiquity men have puzzled illusion in which ret.a

*"^« J£ the ical image rema ins unchanged.
:, : fact that the moon and sun proximately equal size yield quite cht F

to y.£ld
."^J over the horizon than at ferent J^^^^Jt the same image from a greater distance.

"i h The distance to the moon is based upon diffe ences^^^ This theory can now be restated in

" somewhat greater at the hori- recfon. There are j^^i^^, the language of the psychology of size

j|-c use the tangent to the earth of understandingth phrase d»ic«nccs
Rfa a weU.known fact thatl|er than the distance to the earth's in percent JecU to^context P P

rf object depends
:.;:; long he line joining the cen- In relation to the f^££f£an not only on the size of the retinal im-
" o earth and moon), so the retinal age or visual angle but on the distance
,c of the horizon moon is a fraction is "straight ahead, -^ to view g

than that of the zenith moon, the zenith "^J^o^^ do not appear to vary substantially ,n

, phenomenon cannot be explained ra.se his head orh.se e^ or b0
size when viewed from varying da-

diflL.ee> in refraction based upon the observer c ange h

»^ >on^ ,
We, in the angle of incidence to -hen he .S^ng supine tn

.^
. ly wlth

. earth's atmosphere. Logically, re- moon, not the hor zon moo
distance. This phenomenon .s known as

.nion could be thought to displace centricaly strath jhead size R as„ „ the observer
■ - lma»e but enlargement would re- basis of the eSoce"!"C

t."" zenlth took the distance into account m per-r enaction indifferent directions, would have to V^f^T^ ceiving the size of the object. In line
.is the a« with a lens. In point of moon -ould appea larg r th

»^
he g^, there is a displacement effect, often horizon moon to an observ y

remain nstant but where
-.cable in the setting sun, where the supine. On^ the

q
hand tro

&s

-,:.,! diameter is foreshortened so as
seen a the point the apparent size will change In the

vlcld the impression of an ellipse, the horizon moon is seen at t P an afterimage project ed on sur-
:'. ' am th effect actually produces where the terrain meet the^^ faces at di(Terent distances, the appar-.. ,£ image of the horizon object. the zenith moon " * ent size „ a direct function of the dis-
.:,, case, all lingering doubt about sky on all sde apart from te

of ft rdat known
explanation can be laid to rest with horizon. Here_ the two positions C yhe moQn ( can

■ realization that photographs of the moon are d, t ngushed ,n t .^.^^ &

nin the different positions yield no geographical \^J and of Emmert's law, or a manifestation of
arable difference. Hence, the effect server on Ito^ "»£tae

& functiona, rehu nship, ,f s

nothing to do with atmospheric changes m the position of the o
ftc istered distance to the

eye or head are considered irrelevant.
zon moon is greater than that to the

"c\re before, dealing with an The two ways of defining ,tadjffljn-- 2^^ >cc the visual angle of
- direction have led Jo different he -approximately con-
:„fn,a„ is section head for h»ma»l^ ories in explanation of the moon illu- the

""^^ on basis of slich a

..^flT2^rr^%^« sion.
h possible dilTc;cnce ln registered di-,„,,.,, and clinical psychology. Grad- A theory based on the sccona a|

nsvcholoeists would have to prc-
"--o„i or LdocaUon, Yc»Uva Un.vcrs.ty. [orth by Ptolemy, tancc, ps>cnoiooisu
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diet 3 moon illusion even if one had

nc% -r been observed (I ).
qul is it true that the horizon moon

aD,C3f$ farther away than the zenith

moon" Boring concluded not too long

ago that quite the contrary is the case

(■») He asked observers which moon

appeared nearer, and they were unani-
mous in saying that the horizon moon

did. We will return later to this point,
since we believe there is a fallacy in-

volved in putting the question this way.
For the moment it will be worth while
to follow Boring's reasoning. If if is
the case that the horizon moon does
not seem more distant, then theories
such as Ptolemy's are invalid. Hence it
seemed to Boring that there was little
to be gained from sticking to the dis-
tinction between "horizon" and "ze-
nith" as objectively defined. He there-
fore proceeded to examine the impli-
cation of the egocentric definition, that
the crucial difference for the two moon
directions is a difference in the angle
of regard.

This, however, is a hypothesis requir-
ing experimental proof, and if one at-
tempts to test it, the question of method
arises. It is hardly satisfactory to com-
pare the apparent sizes of the moon in
its different celestial positions under
natural conditions, for two reasons.
First, one must depend on memory in
comparing the size of the moon as seen
previously in one position with the size
of the moon as seen in a different posi-
tion. Second, no measure of the effect
is obtained. Although there have been
various attempts to measure the illusion
in the past, Boring is to be credited
with the first thoroughgoing experiments
on the moon illusion. His method was
as fellows. While viewing either the
horizon or the zenith moon, the ob-
server was shown a series of disks pro-
jected on a screen 3.5 meters away_and
off to one side. He was told to select
the disk which seemed to match the
moon in size. Comparison of the av-
erage value for many such determina-
tions made by each subject for the
horizon moon with the average for de-
terminations for the zenith moon gave
a measure of the moon illusion.

The Anglc-of-Regard Hypothesis

Using this method, Holway and Bor-
ing (J) proceeded to test the hypothesis
that the illusion is based on the angle
of regard. They first showed that an

954

illusion was obtained. For three ob-
servers the average ratio of the diameter
of the horizon-moon matching disk to

that of the zenith-moon matching disk
was 1.67. They next showed that the
illusion was reversed (with a ratio of
1.47) when two observers viewed the
zenith moon from a supine position,
so that from the egocentric viewpoint
it was "straight ahead," and viewed the
horizon moon by bending their heads
backward from the supine position, so
that it was "elevated." It should be
noted, however, that in spite of these
quantitative results, to these observers
the zenith moon viewed from a supine
position seemed less large than the hori-
zon moon viewed from an upright posi-
tion. In a second paper (4) Holway and
Boring reported an attempt to create

the illusion by using a reflected image
of the moon in a front-surface mirror,
so that the observer's response would
be independent of the actual position of
the moon in the sky. Using a reflected
moon as the standard, the investigators
compared the illusion obtained with the
eyes raised and the head level with that
obtained with the head raised and the
eyes level. As their own subjects they
found an illusion of 2.0 with the eyes
raised and a ratio of 1.0, or no illusion,
with only the head raised. In further ex-
periments they found that, regardless
of the actual position of the moon, they
could obtain an illusion if, and only if,
the eyes were raised with respect to the
head in one case and level in the other.
They found a similar effect for eyes
lowered with respect to the head. In
other words, Holway and Boring ana-
lyzed the angle-of-regard hypothesis
and, using the method described, found
the crucial factor in looking "up" to be
the angle of the eyes with respect to the
head. In a further experiment Taylor
and Boring (5) found that the illusion
is dependent upon binocular vision and
disappears for monocular observation,
provided this is not preceded by binoc-
ular observation. This fact suggested
that the cause of the illusion is certain
changes, either in convergence innerva-
tion or in torsion, when the eyes are
raised. But since such changes would
presumably yield cues of nearer dis-
tance, they should make the zenith
moon appear nearer (and this, it will be
recalled, is the opposite of what Borinj
and his colleagues believed to he the
case). Hence, they concluded that there
is still no satisfactory theory of the
moon illusion.

1 \

! . I] Ten
i tnoc" j
1 It) - i

Grounds for Caution

There are, however, three re..-. . ' !l-' "
for caution in accepting the conelu- : **"
that the angle of the eyes with resp '"]_^
to the head is crucial for the moon i:
sion. The first concerns the basis :
rejection of the "apparent-distant-.- j ' °. .
hypothesis. Suppose that the moon 'l ..'
lusion is based on a difference in ; *.

" j a v . t '■■ Th-perceived or registered distance of i- ! , .__
two moons, and that an observer cxrv: ~
enccs the illusion. If he is now a-,;. '... i ." vvha_
which moon seems the more distant. !
is comparing moons which already i!
fer in apparent size. It is natural !.

\\C7-

in.'.r

, , , obsshim to reason that the larger moon \ ..
~-, . r " i i wnic

closer. This is more of a judgment. ,, . , 01 S:.
than a perceptual reaction, and tr -.
judgment may dominate when the c .
server is asked this question. He m.r-, , , | anci-
not be aware that- the horizon rmv:

■ l i_ wou.appears larger to begin with because r -
the stimulus of the terrain. As noted i- t

~
(7), the observer need not necessaril
be aware that a stimulus correlate c ...
distance is registering, and thereby a.

fecting apparent size. When asked abc;

the distances of the two moons, there '
and

fore, he may fall back upon \\h - - .
seems an obvious clve—namely, th \ j
different apparent sizes of the moon- j

We have performed two experimeiv j
that support this argument. In the fir *
we sought to demonstrate that suhjec; }
will report as farther away whichc.u" \ .
moon is smaller. Eight subjects we". '
shown a horizon and a zenith disk o- }

"moon" (by a method described late: |
in more detail), one disk being set so
as to yield a much larger impression
than the other. The subjects were unan-
imous in reporting the smaller-apr"-'r - i
ing disk as farther away, regardless el .
whether it was seen over the horizon c-r
at the zenith. This finding deprives Bor-
ing's argument on the apparent distance
of the two moons of its crucial signif-
icance. It shows that whichever nuv
appears larger will be judged nearer,
quite apart from any other factors th.- j

' » 1 !"» Jproduce differences in perceived v /
tance. /

In the second experiment we sou; /

to show that if one does not l' I
the moon itself (which so readily P'^' !/
duces the effect just described) as i- - V
object with which to gauge apparent v- I—
tance, it is possible to obtain dire
evidence in support of the nssumi' 1;'
that the horizon "sky" seems far!- tire!
away than the zenith (we are assun1 - "'">::-

-the moon to be coplanar with the »^
Is J
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,■ - .. i 1- i "hi*; mi^vsis that the observers were at-
. , Ejects, looking at a sky without flattening is a uncuon of perceived d,s-

angle (thus ,
! ;,ns, ,ere asked to scan the sky and tance ; ong ,he ground P* ; «

from the scrccn wo ld
_to perceive it as a surface. They Thus y e have she n appear (oo small)>

Alien to report whether an imag- hypothesis is v.able, but in the la Qf" Joint over the horizon seemed the evidence on eve eleva .o .t may J^ for cwn zcnlth
'

r;.r or farther than such a point at seem superfluous-the relevan factor the
q£

";r zCnith. Nine of the ten reported as alreadyt^^J^» moon. Therefore, it appears that the
,, ,he horizon sky seemed farther the second rea son 10

choice was not a match in lineal size or
;;.,v. The tenth subject said the horizon ceptmg th evidence s conclusive. v '-u,d the zenith seemed equidistant. namely, the question o nctnouo.ogy ,

qus d
_
ffi_

Ss nnding corresponds to the belief, Is it "t- coveted with such a method.Ihich goes back at least to the 11th Boring and his associates were well
i;!lUiry, that the sky appears some- s.zc is therefore. mor

aware of m and [n one £X
_

, hat flat. Smith, in 1738, actually tried «£ and nearby objec«J _ t tQ overcome it by re .
determine the degree of flatness by seem that the two .^ . . the observer to cornparc a

tasuring the half-arc angle (6). The If the observers arc comparing hnea q S,
&Server points to that spot in the sky size, the, matches imply that he d sum zen t

accomplished this
Mis perceived as bisecting the arc moon pp«* *« to^be b

rf sky connect.ng the horizon with he 5 ana 1 mc
observers would show the moon in a position different

/C nith. The angle which this direction '^^^f^^^ of the from its actual position in the sky. The

forms with the ground is the half-arc agree that he W"^^^ observer then compared two reflected
„,, A hemispherical.y shaped sky moons. Boring and his co-workers ob-

,ould yield a 45= angle «., but a flat- unlikely that the Observer v o
by

!c„ed sky would yield a smaller angle make a sundar judgment undergo"
(see Fig. 1). The most recent attempt what afferent « tion o^rneasu. 1^

,o determine th.s angle was made by n ent. In lac£ d hypothesis. This technique ,s clearly
Miller (7), a student of the meteor- that if the Observer move:

ferable t0 their earlier method be-
,,o,ist Neuberger (8); Miner found its from the screen so as to yew fron a prefera

.;.e to be in the neighborhood of 30° point farther than 3.5 meters away the cause ' f observer is

of Ihe moon; all points on the. " . TVsn -,rr The true position of the moon; all poinis on uk

'i I. Effect of the apparent distance of the moon on its apparent, .ze Top 'g""*o^ according to the theory. Solid
"*e r, a. the same distance from the observer Bottom arc, Ihe apparen . nee ot c

of sky on he

S:^^^^S^^^^^ «*-B of reived arc connect,.

'■:!'i ;m.J horizon. [After Smilli (6)] 95S
:' ♦'-NE WbZ

I
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Tabic 1. Average illusion ratios for the eyes-level and eyes-elevated conditions. Aperture
diameter for the standard, 0.093 inch.

Eyes elevatedEyes level

Horizon Zenith Combined Hor"" *"1* Combinedstandard standard standard standard
Subject

2.032.031
2 1.651.73

1.001.063*
4 1.251.40

1.050.955
1.021.136
1.671.417

9*
10

Mean
Standard deviation

* These subjects were tested after dark.

evolved this feature was therefore
preserved, and, in addition, provision
was made for actual measurement
(Boring's method only allowed for a
verbal estimate of the illusion ratio)-

The third reason for caution is the
observation that, if one tests it directly
in daily life, the moon illusion persists
in spite of changes in eye or head eleva-
tion. The horizon moon remains phe-
nomenally large even if one views it
with head tilted forward and eyes
raised; the zenith moon remains phe-
nomenally small even if one views it
with head tilted back and eyes straight
ahead, or if one views it while lying
supine. At least this has been our ex-
perience, and, as noted above, the ob-
servers in the experiments of Holway
and Boring were struck by this fact
even while yielding quantitative data
of a contradictory nature. For all these
reasons, we felt it desirable to reex-
amine this problem with a different
method.

The Eye-Evaluation Hypothesis

We sought a technique whereby the
observer would compare a horizon ob-
ject and a zenith object localized on the
sky and where, in addition, one-object
could be varied in size to achieve a
subjective match. The device used has
two major features. One is a combining
glass through which the observer looks
out at the sky (see Fig. 2). When the
glass is placed at a 45° angle to the
line of sight it can reflect into the eye a
beam of light which is perpendicular to
the line of sight. If a slide containing
a small circular aperture is placed be-

1.861.73
1.561.63
1.731.56

1.481.46
0.360.32

tween a light source and the combining
glass, the observer will see a luminous
disk in the direction of the sky. The
other feature is a collimator placed in
front of the aperture so that the virtual
image of the aperture seen through the
combining glass will be at optical in-
finity (9). Otherwise the observer might
localize the disk somewhere between
himself and the distant sky. Two identi-
cal units were constructed; one serves
as a horizontal moon and the other as
a zenith moon. Either can be used as
the standard or, by changing the size of
the aperture, as the variable. In this
way it is possible to measure the il-
lusion. With batteries as the source of
power for the light, the apparatus can
easily be taken to any desired outdoor
location.

In the first series of experiments we
sought to determine whether an illusion
was obtained with our apparatus and,
if so, whether it was based upon eleva-
tion of the eyes. In these experiments
the collimating lens was 3% inches in
diameter; this made binocular viewing
possible. The combining glass was 10
by 12 by 1/16 inches. Although the
glass was not silvered, it did not pro-
duce an objectionable double image.
The apertures were drilled into alumi-
num slides which could be inserted at
one end of a box containing a diffuse
light source. The slides were placed
6 5/16 inches behind the collimating
lens, since this was the focal length of
the lens. The distance from the lens to
the combining glass was 15 inches. The
distance from the observer's eyes to the
combining glass was between 10 and
15 inches (10) (see Fig. 3). One as-

sembly, for viewing the horizon disk,

was placed en a table. The assenibh I
for viewing the zenith disk was mounted :

.^^
on an inclined hoard behind the o'->. :^B
i-.-.r-v'.--,-- il r-.

r.-,i.-»i~ti-»/l
',f\

In-i-i.t.-. .thl..server; it projected an image onto a
combining glass placed over his head. ■

In these and other experiments the two i '
assemblies were interchanged occasion- |
ally, and 'thus each was used to pro- '
ducc a horizon disk for some subjects | ,' '

and a zenith disk for other subjects. The
apertures varied in size from 0.040 to 1 ;

0.152 inch in diameter, in steps of
from 0.010 to 0.012 inch, and subtend- S°' "

mer "ed visual angles ranging from 0.34°
to 1.38°. The aperture of the standard
was 0.093 inch in diameter, subtend-
ing a visual ancle of O.SO°, somewhat, , , - . , , fro'"-"larger than the visual angle subtended .
by the moon, which is 0.5°. mc '

Eyes raised versus eyes level with re-
spect to the head. Two experiments ," , _
were performed, with similar procc- '

v
dures and similar results, but we will ; lor
describe here only the second, inasmuch as
as certain improvements were mcorpo-
rated into its design. The apparatus ,
was set up in Frccport, Long Island. , "„

in a spot yielding an unobstructed view* - 3 tionsfor more than a mile to the horizon.
0

_
Ten neighbors of one of us (eight men
and two women) served as subjects, and ,
all were naive concerning the point of j
the experiment. The experiment was . c,n .
conducted in the pre-twilight hours, ex- j ,)f ._.
cept for testing of three subjects after j j",
dark. j The

Each subject was tested under two j com
_

conditions—eyes level with respect to ] yj.
the head and eyes raised with respect j [cnT]
to the head. In each case he viewed diame:
the horizon disk, or "moon" (here- eacj,
after referred to without quotation .[,e c ,.
marks), from an erect position. In the j ma(je
control or eyes-level condition, in view- ;s I]le
ing the zenith moon, his head was j ;l zcn[-i
maintained in position by means of a ;„ ort- J
biting board, which he gripped with hi* |i- L. ;;-
teeth. The biting board was adjusted :r.ictic
so as to force him to tilt his head to j
the desired position (so that his eye5

were level with respect to his head) f r̂
viewing a near-zenith moon at an clev.i- '. >k-n
tion of about 70°. In the experiments ■"-,." sua
or eves-elevated condition the bitir-.- nallei?
board was not used for viewing !-'"' ' r ihc
zenith moon; instead, the subject \v'■■'
required 10 stand erect anil gaze up'

ward naturally. Nor was a biting bo.■'"■
or head rest used for viewing
horizon moon. Careful observation ;:' i-'iesc
tested to the fact that each subjc-! - c ihe
noticeably raised his eyes with res- 1 Ihe
to his head in viewing the zenith moo"- ■>;!■, C J

8*

1. 1 J. X.JJ

\.12 1.74
1.00 1.11
1.36 1.44
1.05 0.87
1.15
1.54

1.12
1.27

1.72 1.74
1.72 1.54

.72 2.35

.72 1.57
.17 0.84
.26 1.23
.14 0.96
.15 0.93
.72 1.63
.72 2.00
.55 1.57



, subjects were first instructed to

. X~ standard disk and to form an
A ":..., o1 its ,:/e. They then shitted

...u-c to the variable, which, in
' i-uting position, was much smaller

uch larger than the standard. Their

'^as to indicate when the variable
\,,ed equal in size to the standard.
V ttcrc permitted to refer back to

\tandard at any time, and most
. -ts checked their match by doing

| jn this, as in all subsequent experi-

nts reported, the time lapse between
i [ :uvz the standard and viewing the

j Viable was only the length of time

' '. look the observer to move his head
'..,„, one unit to the other, no more |
■ .n a few seconds at most. For vicw-.s the zenith moon, the order of the h

-.cs-raised and the eyes-level trials was

i .(.need for the ten subjects. Under
,eh condition the subject was required

; -/make a setting for the horizon moon j
i . the standard and one for the zenith

oon as the standard; again the order j \ '■ ■--. -V- r ' '-. ' A

of^the improved moon illusion instrument, showing the combining" presentation was balanced. For each
t,{ these four conditions two determina- pjg 2 A dose.up of the improved moon illusion instrumem, .nuw...»

> ,>ns were made: in one the experiment- gia
e
ss on the right.

L-r «radually increased the size of the

A-'turc of the variable (ascending
»,h nf the me v. illusion fact that the ratios pertain to diameters,

155 and in one he gradually de- - obtained Bo* b^.mean « .
$

f ased the size of the aperture (de- "tios dff

»^«~ J fa fact> areas. The area ratio for the average

I .-ending method). Moreover, the order h O.Ol eve] ot . setting in the experiment is over 2.1 E
|af trials with the ascending and the the

»"^ **c
y/m „ Although many authors have estimated

.legending methods were also balanced. "U,d h*£ ~ 2T.J subjects one the moon illusion to be greater than

Ihe two measures were averaged in the variable at this, it must be noted that they were

computing the results. °r m°" T^favailable series of depending upon memory, wi bout the

j The results are given in Table I in ** "d of the ava for measurement of any

Km* of the average ratio of aperture tares, me m g we cannot b whdt th

| ....meters (illusion ratio) obtained for f^lrin-tw^cTrcles whose diam- average magnitude of the true moon
I each subject under the eyes-raised and by^ompa cle

.^ Undoubtedly lt „.for

| ".he eyes-level conditions. It.should be *«s are^n «*« brings the difTcrent conditions, as we shall try to

made clear that when the horizon moon
I is the standard the subject must select
; ■" zenith moon larger than the standard
j m order to compensate for the illusion.

" Ihe illusion is here expressed by the
j fraction

Variable zenith setting
Standard

i
i When the zenith moon is the standard
| :he subject must select a horizon moon
! dialler than the standard to compensate
J far the illusion. The illusion then is

by the fraction

Standard
Variable horizon setting

j Hi.-se ratios are given in Table 1. as

v
I 1
I I

re the averages for each subject. the apparalus for viewing the

The first thing to note is that under Fig. 3. A schematic diagram, as seen

oih conditions""a considerable illusion horizon moon.

v jlne 1%:

i
\
i

\
i'l.

\
:

t i
■ 5... -f

"■... ■■..../

i 3

4
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bring out later. Suffice it to say, there-
fore, that we obtained a considerable
illusion, which, incidentally, is not much
smaller than that obtained by Boring
ct al.

The second thing to note is that an
illusion is obtained without eye eleva-
tion—one of the same magnitude, in
fact, as that obtained with eye eleva-
tion. This finding is in contradiction to
the findings discussed earlier, according
to which there should be no illusion at
all under the eyes-level condition.

Both moons in the same region of
the sky. Because of the importance of
this issue, it was decided to examine
the eye-elevation hypothesis in an even
more direct way. The subject was asked
to compare two moons located in ex-
actly the same region of the sky (at
an elevation of approximately 20°),
viewing one with his eyes level and one
with his eyes raised with respect to his
head. (The two assemblies were mount-
ed side by side on a table which was
tilted upward at a slight angle.) Such
a test is independent of other param-
eters which might conceivably affect
the outcome, such as differences in the
geographical positions of the two moons
and changing cloud conditions.

The subject viewed one moon, the
standard, with his eyes raised and the
other, the variable, with his eyes level,
or he viewed the standard with his
eyes level, and the variable with his
eyes raised. He made ascending and de-
scending determinations in each case,
and thus made four settings in all. The
biting board was placed before one
unit and mounted in such a way that
the observer had to tip his chin down-
ward and raise his eyes approximately
30° with respect to his head to view
the moon. The elevation of the eyes
was carefully monitored by the ex-
perimenter. In viewing through the
other unit, the observers were instructed
to raise their chins slightly so that
their eyes would be level with respect
to the head. This elevation too was care-
fully monitored. Again the subjects
(seven men and three women) were
neighbors or friends; some of them had
served in the first experiment. However,
they were all naive with respect to the
hypothesis under investigation. The ex-
periment was carried out in the late
afternoon (as were all the other ex-
periments reported here, except for
those conducted indoors).

In summary, the subjects viewed two
moons in -the same region of the sky

/'""'
\
\

/\

/!

"ii
\

\i

\\ vv

./
I

Fig. 4. Disks whose diameters are in the ratio of 1.5:1, illustrating the average illusion
obtained in the first experiment.

doors, we decided to examine the hy- jV"
pothesis under conditions of darkness '. '.' "

i " 1 ie_—An experiment in a planetarium. In | , ; .
one experiment we souuht to obtain ■ , -1 he .-I

a moon illusion in the Hayderi' Plane- ' ,the -tarium. We used slides with circular
apertures in /5 projectors, taking care . ... J
to have the two projectors equally , ,
distant from ceiling and horizon wall, - , j
respectively. The images were projected .- i
from the center platform to the zenith ;, j

dome and to a horizon screen, each ,-~.
of which was 37.5 feet away. The image .....
of the standard subtended a visual --

angle of about 1.5°. A series of eight cxc '
comparison slides was used. The sub- w --jeet stood beside the two projectors so j k1 J
that he was approximately in the centcr^^ MI-r -j
of the planetarium. The room was dark.Bp^,;-
Even the small red fire lights were put ' s,|e
out for a moment, and each projector ■ ;. le -
was covered over, except for the lens.was covered over, except lor tne lens. ; :cs -
The instructions to the subjects and the j |he
measurement procedure were similar | , üb :

to those in the experiments described i two
earlier, except that no attempt was j the
made to control eye position. The two

average ratio for five male subjects. [he
naive with respect to the experiment, j r>rds
was 1.03. j Ivi'c:

An experiment in a dark field. We "va j
were at a loss to explain why—in the j -eve:
light of Schur's data—we did not ob- ; -pec
tain an illusion. It can be argued, how- Virl;
ever, that even if Schur's experiment !lti>;
had also failed to yield an effect, such T
experiments do not preclude the possi- r.uic
bility of obtaining an illusion under .\-n::

conditions of total darkness where the 'o<:
object seen is at optical infinity. The nd
effect might not make its appearance .n:
when the objects compared are at :■ 'de
(discriminably) finite distance. There-
fore we decided to ascertain whether imi

an illusion is obtainable in total dark-^^ Pel

n.-ss when the objects compared arc "r

optical infinity. . '
To do this, we simply placed the col-

limator apparatus in a light-free room
and had the subject view one disk

at the same elevation, viewing one with
eyes raised and one with eyes level.
According to the eye-elevation hypothe-
sis, the moon viewed with eyes level
should appear larger. For this reason,
the illusion ratios were derived as fol-
lows. The average value for settings of
the variable when the "eyes-level" moon
was the standard were divided by the
value for the standard; the average
value for settings of Ihe variable when
the "eyes-raised" moon was the stand-
ard were divided into the value for the
standard. In Table 2 these two ratios
are shown for each subject (values for
the ascending and the descending meth-
ods are averaged), together with the
combined average.

It is clear that there is no illusion
here. We therefore conclude that, under
these conditions of measurement, eye
elevation does not yield the moon il-
lusion.

Experiments in Darkness

If it is safe to assume that the eye-
elevation hypothesis does not explain
the moon illusion, there seem to be
certain facts that are difficult to under-
stand. Many years ago, Schur (//)
obtained an artificial moon illusion in-
doors in large rooms, such as a Zep-
pelin hangar, in darkness. Holway and
Boring report a sun illusion obtained
by means of a dense filter which ob-
scures all objects but the sun. This
illusion was also found to be a func-
tion of eye elevation. More recently,
Hermans (12) found that an object at
a distance of 4 feet in a light-free
room appeared to be approximately 6
percent smaller in area when viewed
with the eyes raised 30° than when
viewed with the eyes straight ahead. An
explanation such as Ptolemy's would
seem to be ruled out by such findings.
Since we had been unable to demon-
strate an effect of eye elevation out-of-
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;,,;,t ahead and the other over his
I In this experiment the apertures

re viewed directly through the lens,

"there was no need to use the
ining glass. In order that the sub-

" should not be prevented from
v jng an impression of great distance
vugh prior perception of the wall
.1 ceiling of the room, he was brought

. blindfolded and did not open his
ios until the room was dark. He

; ni|d not see the apparatus. He was
-..led on a chair with a head rest at
j top that enabled him to rest his

.-.id tilted backward at an angle of
? from the vertical. This meant that

- had to raise his eyes 30° to view
■-- overhead disk. The collimator as-
cnibly was mounted on a board placed

-, crtically directly over the subject's
-cad. The other assembly was mounted
horizontally on a table in front of him,
nd there was a nose-rest for position-

ing his head. To minimize any glow
from the scattering of light on the sur-
faces of the lens, the outer surface of
each lens was masked with black paper,
except for two holes of Vi-inch diam-
eter placed 2.5 inches apart from center
to center. By properly positioning the

head and having him check
eye separately, it was possi-

ble to guarantee binocular viewing of
the disk through the two holes. In other
respects the procedure was like that of
the experiments already described. Each
subject made eight comparison settings,
t«o ascending and two descending with
the horizon disk as the standard and
two ascending and two descending with
the zenith disk as the standard. The
order of presentation was balanced, as
hefore. Ten graduate students of Yeshi-
v 4 University participated; of these,
seven were completely naive with re-
ject to the experiment and three were
'airly sophisticated concerning the moon
illusion problem.

Table 3 gives the average illusion
r atios for the horizon standard and the

. 'enith standard. Although the ratio for
m°st of the subjects is greater than 1
" U|d the mean ratio of 1.03 is signifi-
cantly different from unity, the magni-
U.Jc of the effect is negligible (note'the
Mrnilarity to the results of the planetar-
ium experiment). Whatever factor is
jjjtfating here certainly cannot account

moon illusion, since it leads to
a barely discriminable difference in
M/°- The effect is so slight that it
s'e-uld easily be due to an artifact, such

s the diminution of the intensity of
15 JUNE 1961

the image (13) through partial cover-
age of the pupil by the eyelid when the
eyes are raised (4). Such an effect
might show up in a dark-field experi-
ment where other factors arc eliminat-
ed, in spite of our failure to demon-
strate an effect of intensity (as discussed
later), or an effect of eye elevation
under outdoor conditions. Our finding
does confirm that of Hermans concern-
ing eye elevation, and the magnitude
of our effect is quite similar to his
when the proper conversion from an
area comparison to a diameter com-
parison is made (14). But although we
confirm his finding, our observation fails
to support his prediction that eye eleva-
tion would be found to yield a sufficient-
ly large illusion to account for the
moon illusion when the objects com-
pared are at distances greater than 4
feet—the distance employed in his ex-
periment.

In view of the negligible effect ob-
tained, we may conclude that we do
not substantiate Schur's findings, or the
findings of Holway and Boring on a
sun illusion with a dense filter. Although

Table 2. Average illusion ratios for moons in
the same region of the sky. Aperture diameter
for the standard, 0.093 inch.

Standard, Values
Subject Eyes jryes combined

elevated level

1.241.211.27I*
1.091.220.962*
1.141.281.003

0.931.000.874*
1.010.891.135
1.001.040.966
1.041.071.007
1.000.971.038
1.001.040.969
0.961.000.9310
1.04
0.08

Mean
Standard deviation
* These were subjects 1, 2, and 4 of experiment 1.

Table 3. Average illusion ratios in dark-field
experiment.

RatioSubject

1.001*
1.022*
1.063
1.014
0.985
1.076
1.007
1.038
1.059°
1.0310
1.03Mean
0.028Standard deviation

" Subjects with prior knowledge about the moon
illusion problem.

we cannot account for the difference,
we do feel that our experiment con-
stitutes a crucial test for any effect based
on purely egocentric considerations,
such as eye or head position. Since the
subject tills his head back 60° in view-
ing the overhead disk, this experiment
is a test of the role of head elevation
as well as of eye elevation. The results
also can be taken to rule out gravity
as a factor in the moon illusion, since
it is obvious that two disks do not ap-
pear appreciably different in size simply
because they are oriented in different
directions with respect to gravity.

Color and Brightness

We have shown that the illusion can-
not be understood in terms of an ego-
centric definition of the different posi-
tions of the moon or in terms of the
direction of gravity. We have also shown
that there is no reason to reject the
alternative possibility—namely, that the
important factor is the presence or ab-
sence of a visible terrain between ob-
server and moon. Before we present
additional evidence bearing on this al-
ternative, however, it might be well to
consider two other possibly significant
differences between the horizon and
the zenith moon that have often been
rioted: (i)-the horizon moon occasion-
ally appears reddish in color, whereas
the zenith moon does not; and (ii) a
full moon rises over the horizon at sun-
set and therefore appears less luminous
than the zenith moon, seen against a
dark sky. Although our knowledge
about the effects of such differences
does not lead to any clear-cut predic-
tions concerning apparent size, these
are nevertheless differences which must
be examined.

Color. The red color of the horizon
moon is a result of selective scattering
of light of shorter wavelengths in the
atmosphere. That the harvest moon ap-
pears large and red is well known, and
the setting sun is redder than the zenith
sun and seems enormous. To determine
the role of color, an experiment was
performed in which, for each subject,
our artificial horizon moon appeared
red during half the measurements and
of normal color during the other half.
The color was achieved by placing a
Minus blue Kodak Wrattcn Filter No.
29 between the light source and the
combining glass. The effect was not
unlike that of the setting sun.

959
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The apparatus in this and the sub- Fit;. 5). The observer dHcpH hU .v« ." c -sequent experiments differed slightly direct, in fron^ ofThe £Z th^t the aTwten'l" binVf"'' " lh<
from that described previously in that edges of the glass were barely v sible T n'' T^"* *:'s ; ?a smaller collimator was used, with am the peripheral field. With the oh "ntl of 7 ,fIC aJ* "smaller front-surface, half-silvered, 2- eye he viewed the sky directly he w "' ft c°'»P^ness, since eaO.W:";-
by 2-inch combining glass which could not aware that the artificial moon si " d^eTr nd 7 h " J"* 7 '""*** » V ibe viewed through only one eye (see lated only one eye. The artificial moon unh^ meTon^^/^ ! -pec-

COMBINING GLASS(HALF SILVERED)

PROJECTOR
FLANGE FO

was set at _ heights which permitted !wCconvenient viewing of the horizon moon i '"^and the zenith moon, respectively, from ;
a standing position. The apertures i„ i "fhi« :innnnt»,P „_.*

-j j- „ _ . ! .-r hthis apparatus varied from 0.015 to ICT b

"9^ °- 132 incb in diameter. There were lfi I n 'shl
> sizes, which increased as a geometric | :OJIt\

progression. The aperture of the stand ' Iard was either 0.047 or (in other' ex I' cT ?
pertinents) 0.055 inch in diameter sub ,nW
tending visual angles quite close to the m°C

visual angle subtended by the moon. m°°j
LENS, The senes of apertures provided a

;'PPC
FOCUS =5" mucn Brea!er range of sizes for com-parison than was available with the— v. u„.iU ,c i\nn meearlier apparatus. The extreme values "-— --""-iiic values i - -provided -for deviation from the stand- "f]ard by a factor of approximately 3

Aside from the difference in apparatus *"this experiment was similar-to those de- ° n
, - „,, muse ue-

scribed earlier. The horizon moon was ',"— ■ '"v "«'ituii uiuon was iviewed across Mitchel Air Field from
the Hofstra College campus, a visible jkJJl^

INSTRUMENT ff p! °f f0" 1 2 miks on a dear Y-d
HOUSING S th.

J W3S S 'Ven tW° tn'a,s '"Jwith the horizon moon red and twotrials with the horizon moon of normal } o,£color (with the horizon moon as the j w„'standard in one of the two trials, the ru. I...„„ —,«.„ ,„ UIIL v, me IWO [nalS! Ine
zenith moon as the standard in the „„';..other). The order of presentation was ,n '-.»„„ „iUll vl jJicscuiaiion was j0 -balanced. The zenith moon was normal sky"in color for all trials. The results for conviseven male students were as follows:
the mean ratio for horizon moon ot for '

:

APERTURE DRUM "° r Was L37 C standard devia- and
tion, 0.22); the mean ratio for horizon nor-J

APERTURE . mo°n red was 1.34 (standard deviation. jAl
'

SELECTOR °- 19)- There is thus no evidence that i 70n
/ KNOB co] or can even partially explain the tion./ moon illusion, and the reddish color j y..
t~ which the horizon moon often has Unjc
/ must be a coincidental concomitant of prox3 the phenomenal size jiffe

Brightness. As noted above, there are nicy .
also certain differences in the appear- i)o;r_
ance of the moon with respect to bright- i
ness. It has been reported that bright-
ness affects apparent distance (16).p; 5 r . . "ess anecis apparent instance (Id).

[was at a 4?° "\°n, ,v
Impr,w,:d "°n-iH«sion instrument. The combinina class and thus there would seem to be some A

Iwhich can 'be "moved° suct-sS in'TT tT °f Vari ° US IlzOS h:'MS for Berkeley's belief (stated in Wcctor ,nob. The IU^ZIIUVZI^X I'^^ave^nTlnot "»» »»««- «Rm AeTSSr Thi 'rs

"^" "> -di?1C'er' iS SCt ;" : ' incht °" ,he fainter appearance of the horizon
b insert , "S ( d,s,anf's '!s focal length). The filter channel makes it possible moon U7). Berkeley reasoned that. :Jconvenfionlr^mera3 "r^od. ty r'UCr- T'1C en,ire inslrument c;'-^ threaded into through experience, we have come to
j associate distant visible objects which
1 960 '
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r jjm with large tangible objects.

! - re is the contradictory laboratory... that dimmer objects actually
smaller than brighter objects of

13). In fact, we have
',latcd that this might explain why

obtained a slight illusion in our
;-l'.cld experiment. This is an effect.k,,itc to the one Berkeley suggests.
'!,c full zenith moon appears bright-
K-catisc the sky is darker later at
j,[ (that is, it appears brighter by
tr.i.st, and the greater brightness is. less than Berkeley thought to great-

attenuation of the atmosphere in
\-wing the horizon moon), but the

I aon illusion exists whether or not the
I oon is full, and in general, the moon
j -pears on the horizon at all times. ! day. Therefore, the horizon moon

I ppcars bright and dim equally often.
Hence, there is little support for the
"rkhtness theory in purely logical con-

j Nevertheless, we performed
! .n experiment analogous to the one

,-vi color. There was only one difference:
a this case, for half the trials we re-
Juccd the brightness of the horizon
moon by a factor of 0.5 by placing a
half-silvered mirror between light source
jrid combining glass. The horizon

moii then appeared about half as
fright as the zenith moon. For the
\ihcr half of the trials the two moons
«ire of equal brightness. The sky
characteristics changed during the ex-
periment from heavy cumulus clouds
to clear, but the appearance of the
sky was always the same for the two
conditions of the horizon moon for
each subject. The mean illusion ratios
for eight Hofstra students (seven male
and one female) were as follows:
horizon moon of normal brightness,

" ■41 (standard deviation, 0.30); hori-
zon moon dim, 1.40 (standard devia-
tion, 0.27).

We performed another experiment in
*hich the difference in appearance ap-
Toximatcd somewhat more closely the
li.Terence between the luminous zenith. iioon and the dimmer horizon moon.
Both moons were set at the zenith, but

one combining glass was placed before
a double polaroid filter set in the posi-
tions of maximum attenuation (90°

out of phase). This caused the sky
to appear a dark blue-purple, and caus-
ed the artificial moon to seem luminous
against it. The filter was 6 inches
square; its sides were attached to black
cloth which hung down over the ob-
server's head on all sides so that he
could see the sky only through' the
filter. The other moon was viewed
against a normal daylight sky. The aper-
ture in each unit was set at 0.047
inch, and the observers were asked to

say whether the disks were equal or, if
they were not, to say which was larger.
Of ten graduate students of Yeshiva
University, six said the disks were
equal and four said the luminous moon
was larger. This experiment therefore
tends not to support the explanation of
the moon illusion in terms of bright-
ness.

There is thus no evidence that bright-
ness can even partially explain the
moon illusion. The dimmer appear-
ance of the full horizon moon is, there-
fore, also a coincidental concomitant
of its phenomenal size (IS).

(This is part 1 of a 2-part article)
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